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Abstract. The paper develops an approach to inverse prob
lems which is based on ideas of the boundary control theory, the so 
called BC-method (Belishev, 1987; Avdonin, Belishev and Ivanov, 
1991). It also gives a new interpretation of the local approach 
(Blagoveshchenskii, 1971). Our main aim is an extension of the 
BC-method to the case of nonselfadjoint problems. The results ob
tained in this paper and the methods developed here will be useful 
in nonselfadjoint inverse problems for the hyperbolic type equations 
in multidimensional domains. 
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1. Direct problem, boundary control problem 

1.1. Problem I 

Let V(x) be a real N x N matrix-function with continuously differentiable ele
ments for x E R +· Consider the following initial boundary value problem 
(Problem I) for a vector-function u(x, t) (here and below we assume that all 
functions are real) 

Utt- Uxx + V(x)u = 0 , (x, t) ER+ X (0, T) , T > 0 , 

u(x, 0) = V.t(x, 0) = 0 , 

(1) 

(2) 
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u(O, t) = f(t) . (3) 

Solution to this problem is denoted by uf (x, t) to stress dependence on f in 
the boundary condition. Sometimes, following physical terminology, V, f and 
v/ are called potential, source or control, and wave, correspondingly. 

Let matrix kernel w(x, t) be a solution of the Goursat problem 

{ 
Wtt- Wxx + V(x)w = 0, 0 <X< t < T, 
w(O, t) = 0, w(x , x) = -~ J~x V(s)ds ; 

(4) 

where w(x, t) is a twice continuously differentiable function in the triangle 
{ ( x, t) : 0 ::::; x ::::; t ::::; T}. The following assertions can be easily checked. 

PROPOSITION 1.1 {i) If f E C2([0, T]; RN) and f(O) = f'(O) = 0 then Pmb
lem I has the unique classical solution u = uf (x, t). 

uf (x, t) = { f(t- x) + .r: w(x, s)f(t- s)ds if x < t (5) 
0 if X 2::: t 

{ii) For- f E L 2 (0, T; RN) the function v/ (x, t) defined by representation {5) 
satisfies equation {1) in the sense of the theory of distributions . 

As follows from (5), at any fixed moment t = ~ 

supp v/ (-, 0 C D~ , 0 ::::; ~ ::::; T, (6) 

where D~ := [0, ~] is an interval on the x- axis. The same representation implies 
the inclusion 

(7) 

Let yT,( be a delay operator 

t. { 0 0::::; t < T- ~' 
(TT, )(t) := h-~(t) := /(t- (T- ~)), T- ~::::; t::::; T, (8) 

where~ is a parameter, ~ E (0, T); 

yT,T f := j, yT,O f := 0. (9) 

Independence of the potential V(x) oft implies the following well known pro
perty of the solution uf: 

v.h -< (-, T) = v/ (-, ~). (10) 

While omitting details we will mention one more property of the solution 
v/ which follows from the hyperbolicity of system (1 )- (3). It is the so- called 
"local principle". For any fixed~ E (0, T /2) the values of v/ (x, t) for (x, t) : 0::; 
.r ::; ~' x ::; t ::; 2~- x are uniquely determined by the values of V lx:s;~' being 
independent of the behaviour of V lx>C 
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1.2. Boundary control problem 

We set up a boundary control problem (BCP) in the following way. 
For a given a E L2(DT;RN) find f E L 2(0,T;RN) such that 

v/ (-, T) =a. (11) 

This setting turns out to be natural in view of the properties (6), (7). 

LEMMA 1.1 For any T > O,a E L 2(DT;RN) there exists the v.niqv.e solv.tion of 
the BCP. 

Proof. According to (5) the condition (11) in the BCP is equivalent to the 
equation 

lT 
a(x) = f(T- x) + Jx w(x, s)f(T- s)ds, x E DT. (12) 

This is the Volterra equation of the second kind with respect to f. Its solvability 
implies solvability of the BCP. D 

2. Operators of BC-method 

2.1. Problem I as a dynamical system 

In further considerations it is convenient to use some terms from the abstract 
theory of linear systems. The space of controls (inputs) FT:= L 2 (0,T;RN) is 
called an outer space of dynamical system (1)- (3). The space HT:= L 2(DT; RN) 
is said to be an inner space; at any fixed moment t =~the wave (state) v/ (-, 0 
belongs to HT (see (6), (7)) . The inner and outer spaces are connected by the 
(control) operator wT: ;:T ,___..HT , 

(13) 

LEMMA 2.1 For· any T > 0 the operator' WT is bounded and boundedly invertible 
(i.e. WT is an isomoTphism). 

The prooffollows directly from Lemma 1.1. The right hand side of (12) gives 
us the representation of the operator wT: 

lT 
(WT f)(x) = f(T- x) + .fx w(x, s)f(T - s)ds, x E DT. (14) 

In the outer space ;:T we introduce a family of extending subspaces ;:T,t, formed 
by delayed controls (see (8)-(10)), 

;:T,t, := yT,t.;:T = { f E ;:T : suppf c [T- ~,T]}, 0 :S ~:ST. (15) 
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The set 

uc. := wT ;:T,c. (16) 

is said to be a reachable set for the system (1)- (3) (in time~). 
Lemma 2.1 shows that UT = 1F. It is clear that an analogous equality is 

valid for any moment of time: 

ut. = He. , o :::; ~ :::; T, (17) 

where Hf. are subspaces of HT , 

Ht; = {a E HT : supp a C nE.} . 

2.2. Response operator 

We consider a function u~(O, t) E :FT as an output of the dynamical system 
(1)- (3) corresponding to the input f(t). An "input- output" correspondence is 
realized by the (response) operator RT , 

RT : :FT f---+ :FT , Dom RT = {f E C 2 ([0, T]; RN) : f(O) = f' (0) = 0} , 

(RT f) (t) = ut(O, t) , t E [0, T]. 

It is defined correctly by virtue of Proposition 1.1. In the system theory this 
operator is called a dynamical transfer function. Proposition 1.1 also yields the 
following statement. 

PROPOSITION 2.1 For· any T > 0 the following TepTesentation is valid: 

(RT f) (t) = - f'(t) + 1t T(t- s)f(s)ds , 0 < t < T, (18) 

wheTe the m.atTix-fu.nction T(t) is continuously difjeTentiable joT t > 0. 

The response operator plays below a role of data of the inverse problem. 

2.3. Duality relations 

In what follows the upper index "# " means the matrix transposition. 
Let us introduce the Problem I#: 

Utt - V·xx + V#(x)u = 0, (x,t) ER+ X (O,T), T > 0, 

u(x, 0) = Ut(:r, 0) = 0 , v.(O, t) = g(t) . 

Let v.~ be the solution and Wl' , Wl'g = u~(-, T), be a corresponding control 
operator. Similarly as wr, the operator Wl is an isomorphism. 

Similarly to (18) the response operator R~ , (R~ g)(t) = (u~)x(O, t), may 
be represented in the form of 

(R~ g)(t) = -g'(t) + t T#(t- s)g(s)ds . (19) 
.fo 
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LEMMA 2.2 The matTix kernels r(t) and r#(t) in {18) and {19) aTe mutv.ally 
tr-ansposed: 

(20) 

Proof. Let v/ be a solution of Problem I and u~ be a solution of Problem I#. 
Set w9(x, t) := v.~(x, T- t). The function w9 satisfies the equation 

wft- w!::x + V#(x)w9 = 0 , (x, t) ER+ x (0, T) (21) 

and the initial and boundary conditions 

w9(x, T) = wf(x, T) = 0, w9(0, t) = g(T- t) . (22) 

From (19) we also have 

w!::(O, t) = - g'(T- t) + 1T-t T#(T- t- s)g(s)ds. (23) 

Using (1)-(3) and (21), (22), from integration by parts we obtain 

lT f'T la (v.t,(O,t),w9(0,t))dt =la (uf(O,t),w!::(O,t))dt, 

where(- , ·)dt is a scalar product in RN. 
Taking into account (18) and (23) and changing the order of integration one 

can obtain (20). D 

2.4. Connecting operator 

Let us introduce an operator which plays a central role in our approach to inverse 
problems. For arbitrary functions f , g E :r-r and corresponding solutions 
v/, u~ of Problems I and I# we have: 

(
/ g ) ( T T) ( T* T) v. (·, T), v'#(-, T) 7-f_T = W f, W#g 7-tT = (W#) W J,g FT 

= (eT J, g) FT , 

where 

(24) 

This operator is an isomorphism together with W~ and WT . 
A very important fact is that the operator eT can be explicitly expressed 

via the response operator. To formulate the result we need to introduce the 
following operators: 
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the operator of odd continuation ST : FT I-; F 2T ' 

(ST f)(t) _ { f(t) , 0 "5o t "5, T 
' - - f(2T- t) , T < t "5o 2T; 

the operator extracting an odd part of controls Q2T : F 2T ~--; F2T , 

(Q2T f)(t) = ~[f(t)- f(2T- t)] ; 

the operator of restriction NT : F 2T ~--; FT 

NTJ = f lro ,TJ · 

It is easy to check that (ST)* = 2NTQ2T . 
' We shall also use the operators R2T and J 2T - the response operato~~ and 

the integration operator in the space F 2T , 

(J2T f)(t) = r f(s)ds , 0 "5, t "5, 2T . 
.fo 

THEOREM 2.1 The following representations are valid 

CT = -~(ST)* J2TR2TST, 

(CT f)(t) = f(t) + 1T [p(2T- t- s) - P(i t - s l)]f(s)ds , 

where 

1 lt p(t) :=- r(s)ds . 
2 0 

Proof. Let us choose arbitrary functions J, g E COO([O, T]; RN) and set 

J_:=STJ, wf9(s,t):=(uf-(-,s),u~(-,t)) 1F; 0"5,s"5,2T, 0"5,t "5, T. 

(25) 

(26) 

It should be noted that f _ E Do m R2T. Integrating by parts we have the 
equalities 

[ 
02 'cP] 
[)t2 - os2 wf9(s, t) = 

/ [(uf- (x,s),(u~)u(x,t)) - (v.{;(x,s),(u~)(x,t))] dx = 
.for 

/ [(u/- (.T, s), (u~)xx - V#(x)u~(x, t))Jnr 
(u.{; (x, s)- V(.T)uf- (x, s), u~(x, t)) J dx = 
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.Lr [ (uf- (x,s), (u~)xx(x, t))- (v.~;;;(x, s), (v.~)(x, t))] dx = 

[(uf- (x, s), (u~)x(x, t))- (u~- (x, s), (u~)(x, t))] :=D = 

-(f_(s), (R~g)(t)) + ((R2
T f-)(s),g(t)). 

435 

In the last equality we took into account that uf- (T, s) = u~(T, t) = 0 for 

j,g E C0 ([0,T];RN). 
Thus, the function wfg satisfies the equation 

w{l- w{f = -(f_(s), (R~g)(t)) + ((R2
T f-)(s),g(t)); 

0 :::; s :::; 2T, 0 :::; t :::; T 

and the initial conditions (see (2)) 

wf9(s, 0) = w{9(s, 0) = 0. 

(27) 

(28) 

The values of wfg for 0 :::; t :::; s :::; T may be found by means of the 
D'Alembert's formula. Using it fort= s = T we get 

1 ;·T 12T-ry 
wf9(T, T) = - 2 dry [(!_(~), (R~g)(ry)) - ((R2T f-)(~), g(ry))]d~ . 

. 0 7J 

Since J:T- ry f-(~)d~ = 0, 

1 {T {2T-ry 
wf9(T,T) = 2 .Jo dry.JrJ ((R2Tf_)(~),g(ry))d~. 

On the other hand, 

i2T-ry (R2T f-)(~)d~ 

= (J2T R2T f _)(2T- ry)- (J2T R2T f -)(ry) = -2(Q2T J2T R2T f-)(ry), 

and equality (29) takes the form of 

wf9(T,T) = -1T((NTQ2T J2TR2TSTJ)(ry) , g(ry)dry 

= -~((ST)* J2TR2TST j,g) ;::T 

Recalling the definition of wfg we have 

w19 (T,T) = (Crf,g)p 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

Comparing the right hand sides of (30) and (31) we get (25) because of arbi
trariness of j, g E C0 ([0, T]; RN). The formula (26) can be easily obtained from 
(25) using (18). D 
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3. Inverse problem 

3.1. Statement of the problem 

The "local principle" (see Section 1.1) motivates the following statement of the 
inverse problem (IP): for a given response operator R2T recover the potential 
V ( x) for x E D,T. It should be noted that to assign R 2T is the same as to assign 
its matrix kernel r(t) fortE [0, 2T]. 

3.2. lP as a factorization problem 

Let us introduce the operator JT :FT~-+ 1-f_T, (JT f)(x) := f(T- x),x E nr. 
Obviously, 

(32) 

Its adjoint (IT)* : 7--tT ~-+FT, is defined as ((IT)* a) (t) := a(T- t), t E [0, T]. 

Along with it 

(33) 

The operators wr := (IT)*wT and w~ := (IT)*w~ acting in FT possess 

the so-called triangular property (Gokhberg and Krein, 1967) : wr FTl. = 

FT,$., W~FT,t; = FT,t;, 0 ::; ~ ::; T, (see (16) and (17) ). 

On the other hand, using (24) and (33) we have the following representation 
for the connecting operator: 

(34) 

which gives us a triangular factorization of er along the family of subspaces 
{Fr,q (see Gokhberg and Krein, 1967). 

Suppose that we are able to realize the factorization of eT in the form of 
(34) via inverse data R2T. Then the IP can be solved in the following way. 
Knowing the operator WT, we find the operator wr = JTWT. Then, using the 
representation (14) we find the kernel w and recover the potential V from the 
formula 

V(x) = -2~[w(x, x)], x E n,T. 
dx 

(35) 

(see (4)). Thus, the IP may be considered as a problem of a triangular factor
ization of the connecting operator eT. 
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3.3. Operator integral 

The factorization (34) can be realized with the help of the canonical procedure 
described by Gohkberg and Krein, (1967). We present here another method of 
factorization using a construction of an operator integral based on dynamical 
considerations. 

Let us introduce two families of "cutting" operators depending on a para
meter~' 0:::; ~ :::; T, : 

xT,~ : FT I-> FT, 

(XT,~ f) (t) = { ~'(t), 
and 

p~: HT I-> HT, 

(P~a) (x) = { ~:x), 

O:St<T-~ 
T-~:St:ST 

O:Sx<~ 
~::=;x:::;T. 

Let 3 = {~o,6, ... ,~n},O = ~o < 6 < ... < ~n = T, be a partition of the 
interval D7 with the range .A(3) := maxl:=;i::;n(~i- ~i-1)· With the partition we 
associate the integral sum 

n 

Ss : FT I-> HT' Ss = L t;,p~i w,;;: t;,xT,e' 
i=l 

LEMMA 3.1 For- any function f E FT the following r-epr-esentation is valid 

(t;,P~iw,;;:t;,xT,~i f) (x) = { f(T - x) ~ y{ (x), x E [~i-l , l;i] (36) 
0, xED \(~i-l,~i) 

with y{ satisfying the estimate 

llv{ll~2([~i- l,~i];RN) :S c(l;i- ~i-1) 2 llfii}T 
with the constant c not depending on f. 

Proof. The representation (36) follows directly from (5), moreover, 

y{(x)= 1eiw(x,s)f(T-s)ds, xE[~i-l,~i]· 

(37) 

From this equality the estimate (37) can be easily derived. D 

The following theorem describes the limit of the integral sums Ss . 

THEOREM 3.1 For- any E > 0 ther-e exists 8 = 8 (E) > 0 sv.ch that the inequality 
liS=. - JTII < E is valid for- any par-tition 3 satisfying .A(3) < 8. 
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Proof. For any f E :FT by virtue of (36) and (37) we have the relations 

n 

11 (S:s- IT) fii~T = L IIY{II~2(r~H.~i];RN):::; cT>.(2)IIfii~T 
i=l 

proving the theorem. D 

The limit of the sums S3 is called an operator integral; it is denoted by 

Thus, we have a "dynamical" representation of the operator IT: 

As a consequence we obtain the representation 

(38) 

Therefore, the operator WT = (IT) *wT may be represented in the following 
form 

(39) 

where IIT,I; is the operator- function 

(40) 

Below we demonstrate how to express it via the inverse data. 

3.4. Operator-function rrT,.; 

Let us introduce in the space :FT the bilinear form 

For every subspace ;:T,t; let us introduce its "orthogonal" complement in :FT: 

:FT,f;. [.l] := { f E :FT : [f, gj ;:T = 0 , g E ;:T,f;.} 

The equalities (16) and (17) imply that for any ~ E [0, T] the space :FT can be 
decomposed in the direct sum 

-rT _ -rT,t;+· -rT,I; 
,/ - ,/ .r[.lj . 
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Along with it the operator p<. := (WT) -l pt.wr turns out to be the skew 

projector ;:r f---? ;:r.e parallel to ;:r.e [-'-]. Indeed , p<. is idem potent , (Pt.) 2 
= 

pt;, and pt;;:r.t; = ;:r.e, pe;:r.t;[-'-J = 0. 
Let us represent this operator via the operator cr. Recall that, in turn, er 

can be expressed via R2T. 
Introduce the operators 

_xr,t; : ;:r f---? ;:r.t;, ( _xr,t;) * : ;:r,t; f---? ;:r 

(xr,t;f) (t) = f(t), T -~ 5. t 5. T, 

( ( _xr,t.)*g) (t) = { ~(t~, ~/-5./5. t 5. T 

As one can easily check, the operator cr,t; := _iT,t; er ( _iT,f;) * is an isomor

phism in the space ;:r.e_ Let us introduce the operator pt. : ;:T f---? ;:r , 

pt. := ( _xr,e)* [er,er 1 _xr,eer. 

LEMMA 3.2 The operator- pt; coincides with the skew pr-ojector- pt;_ 

Proof. The proposition of the lemma follows from the equalities (Pt.f = fJ<., 
pe ;:r.e = ;:r.t; , pe ;:r.t; = o. 

Thus, we have shown that the operator- function rrT,t; can be written in the 
form 

ITT,t; = eTpt; =eT (_iT ,t; )* [xT, t; eT (_iT,f;rrl _iT,f;,eT. (41) 

0 

3.5. Procedure for solving the inverse problem 

Representations (39) and ( 41) give a possibility to solve the IP in the following 
way: 

a) construct the operator er via R 2T by means of (25); 
b) recover the operator- function rrr,t; using ( 41); 
c) construct the operator wr by representation (39); 
d) find the operator wr = JTWT and its kernel w (see (14)). 
e) recover the potential V on nr from the formula (35). 
The procedure can be completed by characteristic description of inverse data. 

THEOREM 3.2 The operator- R : :F2T f---? :F2T is a r-esponse operator- of the 
system (1) - (S) cor-r-esponding to a potential V continuously d~ffer-entiable in D7 
if and only if 
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(i) the opemtor R can be represented in the form of 

(Rf) (t) =- f'(t) + 1t k(t- s)f(s)ds , 0 < t < 2T, 

with a matTix-val·ued function k(t) continv,ously differentiable on [0, 2T]; 
(ii) for any ~ E [0, T] the operatoT C~ defined by the equalities 

(C~ f)(t) = f(t) + 1~[q(2~- t- s) - q(l t- s I)Jf(s)ds ,0 < t < ~' 
1 j't q(t) := '2 

0 
k(s)ds, 

is an isomorphism in :F~. 

Under these conditions the matTix-function V(x), x E D7, corresponding to 
R is v.nique. 

The proof of the theorem will be presented in the forthcoming paper by 
the authors. Note only that a similar result was obtained in another form in 
Blagoveshchenskii (1971) for the scattering inverse problem. 
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